Date:       June 2, 2022
To:         Users of the Chart Supplement (CS) Alaska
From:       Aeronautical Information Services
Subject:    Drone Activity at Coastal Airport Launch Sites notice was inadvertently added to the Chart Supplement (CS) Alaska

Due to an internal production error, the “Drone Activity at Coastal Airport Launch Sites” (Pages 333-335) notice was inadvertently added to the May 19, 2022 effective date version of the Chart Supplement (CS) Alaska. This notice will be removed on the 14 JUL 2022 effective date and will not appear in future versions of the Alaska Supplement until its publication can be fully coordinated.

Background: Beginning with the March 26, 2020 effective date and in compliance with the Air Traffic Organization (ATO) AI/NOTAM Modernization Initiative, entries related to Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Operations were removed from the Special Notices/Notices sections of Chart Supplements.

A coordination effort is underway with proponents of these notices and the Chart Supplement publication team to establish criteria for publication and a reliable & documented source flow process. Until such time as these criteria and processes are established, such notices are not authorized for publication.

For questions or comments, please use the Aeronautical Information Portal Login (faa.gov)